TAF BGSF 031100Z 0312/0322 07010KT 9999 FEW200
   TEMPO 0312/0322 VRB08KT

TAF AMD BGTL 011120Z 0111/0217 VRB06KT 9999 OVC060 620604 QNH2994INS
   BECMG 0120/0121 VRB06KT 9999 SCT060 SCT180 QNH2992INS
   BECMG 0212/0213 VRB06KT 9999 FEW035 BKN050 OVC100 620509 QNH2999INS
   TX07/0121Z TN01/0209Z LAST NO AMDS AFT 0112 NEXT 0119

TAF CYEG 031140Z 0312/0412 VRB03KT 1/8SM FG VV002
   TEMPO 0312/0314 3/4SM BR SKC
   FM031400 VRB03KT 1SM BR FEW002 OVC008
   BECMG 0314/0316 P6SM NSW SCT008 BKN020
   FM031600 11008KT P6SM SCT008 BKN020
   TEMPO 0316/0321 SCT020
   FM031800 11008KT P6SM SCT050
   FM040020 11008KT P6SM SKC
   FM040800 12006KT P6SM FEW050 BKN200
   RMK NXT FCST BY 031500Z

TAF CYWG 031143Z 0312/0412 18005KT P6SM SCT040 OVC080
   TEMPO 0312/0318 P6SM -SHRA BKN040 OVC080
   BECMG 0314/0316 07010KT
   FM031800 08012KT P6SM BKN040
   FM040000 06010KT P6SM SCT015 BKN030
   TEMPO 0400/0404 BKN015 OVC030
   FM040400 06010KT 5SM BR OVC006
   TEMPO 0404/0412 P6SM NSW SCT006 OVC012
   RMK NXT FCST BY 031800Z

TAF CYYC 031140Z 0312/0412 VRB03KT P6SM FEW020 BKN060
   TEMPO 0312/0315 6SM -DZ BR BKN020 OVC060
   FM031500 04008KT P6SM OVC015
   TEMPO 0315/0320 SCT015 OVC030
   FM032000 07010KT P6SM SCT020 OVC040
   TEMPO 0320/0324 P6SM -SHRA OVC020
   FM040300 07008KT 5SM -SHRA BR FEW008 OVC015
   FM040900 07008KT 2SM -SHRA BR OVC004
   RMK NXT FCST BY 031500Z

TAF CYYQ 031143Z 0312/0412 08005KT P6SM SCT100
   BECMG 0314/0316 04010KT
   FM032000 05011KT P6SM SCT008
   TEMPO 0320/0403 5SM BR
   FM040300 04006KT P6SM FEW006
   TEMPO 0403/0409 3SM BR PROB30 0403/0409 1/2SM FG
   FM040900 27008KT P6SM SKC
   RMK NXT FCST BY 031800Z